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The Wobun Organic Manuring Experiment
I. Design, Cmp Yiekls and NuEient Balance, 1qtl72
G. E. G. MATTINGLY
htoduction
Many attempts have been made to improve the fertility of the ligbt soil at Woburn by
gre€n manures (Crowther & Mann, 1933; Mann, 1958, 1959; Barnes & Clarke, 1963),
by farmyard manure, composts and sewage sludge (Russell, 1936; Mann & Patterson,
1963), by rotations which include leys (Mann & Boyd, 1958; Boyd, 1968) and by the use
ofpeat and soil conditioners (Johnston & Warren, 1965). Cooke (1967) recently reviewed,
and discussed critically, all work done in Britain, including the exp€riments at Woburn,
on the value of organic manures and leys in arable farming- He concluded (/oc. cit.,
pp. 45H60) 'It seems more certain than it \yas ten years ago that most farmers may grow
the crops that suit them financially without worrying about humus in their soils, or about
running down the fertility oftheir land. This conclusion depends on farmers using all our
modem information on the place of fertilisers in crop production, and on their cultiva-
tions being good. In addition, their soil and farming system together must not favour
a build-up of soil-borne pests and diseases ttrat may lessen yields to the point where tley
are not economic. These conclusions are tentative and may not apply to all British soils;
more experiments testing leys and organic manures are still needed on soils believed to
be *difficult" structurally, and with sensitive crops.'
The experiment described in this paper was started in 1964 to compare, within a single
long-term experiment, most of the treatments to increase soil organic matter which have
previously been tested in separate experiments at Woburn. Its purpose is to evaluate,
from crop yields and soil analyses, the cumulative effects of organic matter on a light,
poorly-structured, soil with a long history of arable cropping. Experience in previous
experiments at Woburn, particularly during the early years ofthe Ley-Arable Experiment
(Mann & Boyd, 1958) showed the need (i) to minimise the build-up of soil-borne patho-
gens and nematode infestations by using long rotations and (ii) to avoid diflerential
additions or removals of nutrients, especially potassium.
The Organic Manuring experiment is a logical succ€ssor to, and an extension of, the
Green Manuring experiment (193fu3), the Ley-Arable experiment, started in 1938
and the Market Garden experiment started in 1941. Major differences from previous
experiments were:
(i) The initial sequence of arable crops lasted six to seven years instead of tbree.(ii) The leys were established for seven to eight years, instead of three, and were given
the same net amounts of P, K and Mg fertilisers as the arable crops.(iii) Organic manures (peat and straw), applied cumulatively for six years and green
manures, grorvn in four out of seven years, were also compared with control
plots (without organic manures) all given the same net amounts of P, K and Mg
fertilisers.
(iv) The value of farmyard manure, applied cumulatively for six years to arable crops,
was compared v/ith equivalent plots given the same total amounts of P, K and
Mg as fertilisers.
(v) The design of the experiment will allow residues of organic matter from previous
98
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THE YALUE OF ORGANIC MANURES AT WOBURN. I
treatments to b€ evaluated by four test crops (instead of two in the Iry-Arable
experiment); two test crops lyi.ll be grown each year.
The experiment is divided into two phases (i) arable croppirg (196,.17l 12) or continuous
leys (1965-:7112) followed by (ii) an arable rotation (potatoes-winter wheat-sugar beet-
barley) to evaluate organic matter accumulated during the first phase.
This paper (Part I) describes the desiga and purpose of the experiment, gives tle yields
from seven consecutive arable crops and from the leys, and discusses the attempts made
to avoid depleting soil nutrients and building up soil-borne diseases. Part II describes
changes in the composition of the surface soil (0-23 cm) with particular referenc€ to C and
N, and the efects of organic matter on movement and 'fixation' of P, K and Mg, b€tween
1964-72.
Design r l site of the experinent
Design. The eight treatments fall into two sep:rrate groups, the larger consisting of six
treatm€nts each receiving each year the same amounts of P, K and Mg either as fertilisers
or as organic manures. The amounts were determined by the P, K and Mg present in
barley straw plus supplementary P given as superphosphate. The remaining two treat-
ments compared cumulative annual dressings of farmyard manure with control plots
given P, K and Mg as inorganic fertilisers equal to the ,oral amounts of these nutrients
applied in the farmyard manure. Throughout this pap€r the two groups of treatments are
described as PKMg manuring equivalent to straw plus supplementary P (as super-
phosphate) and as PKMg manuring equivalent to farmyard manure. The amounts of
TABI.E 1
Outline of eight moh-plot teatments, 1965-72
*F"llffiso
Orgauic Gg/ha)
Eatedal.Tl€atme Symbol (toonesAa) P K Mg Notes
FertiliscB equivale to PKMg itr stt'aw plus supplementary P
Grass-€lover ley Ii (b) 27 lM 12
Grass ley with N Ln O) 27 104 12
Peat Pt 7.5 Zl t04 8(dry matter)Straw St 7.5 22 none 8
(dr:y matte.)
Greetr manues Gm (c) n 104 12
fk r.o*n 23 April 1955.I tjys ploughed up onI 28 october l97l Glocks II & III) and oD 30 Novem-
L ber 1972 (Blocks II & Iv)
f Applied annually in autumn,
1 r%5-70
Italian ryegxass, 1965. Trefoil
uDdersown iD barley, 1966.
Red clover utrdersown in
winter wheat, 1968 and
winter rye, l97l and 1972(Blocks II & IV only)
No orSadcs Fs none n lU 12
Fertilise.s e4ui\alent to PKMg in farmlard ma[ure
No organics Fd none 55 312 30;;;fiil;"",* il a,*nrll*o i".* ii-o. ;;* {AirrlE?t*ua,vinautu,D,
(a) Actual afiouots depended o[ the analys€s of the organic f,aterials (ADD€ndix Table 2)
O) Amouots ploughed under are in Table 6.(c) Amoults ploughed under arc in Table 3.
I
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PKMg in FYM were between two and three times larger than those in straw plus
supplemeotary P.
Table I lists the eight treatments together with the symbols used to distinguish them
and the nominal amounts of P, K and Mg and organic matter applied annually from
autumn 1965 to autumn 1970. The plots ir continuous leys, sown in 1965, were either
(i) grass-white clover leys (Lc), receiving no inorganic N or (ii) all-grass leys (Ln) given
N as 'Nitro-Chalk' for each cut. The organic manures were sedge peat (ft); barley straw
(St), chafled, except in 1970; green manures undersown in the cereals (Gm), and farmyard
manure @g). The plots maintained in confinuous arable cultivation at the two levels of
PKMg tested (Fs and Fd) received no organic materials except the cereal and bean roots
and stubble, the potato haulms and sugar be€t tops which were ploughed down in autumn.
The amounts of both organic manures and inorganic fertilisers applied each year differed
considerably from the nominal amounts shown in Table l. Appendix Tabte I gives the
amounts applied, including the balancing dressings of inorganic fertilisers required to
compensate for diferential removals ofP, K and Mg by the arable crops and leys and the
basal PKMg applied each year. Superphosphate (8"1% P), muriate of potash (50f K)
and Epsom salts (9.7'% Mg) were used throughout the experiment.
The experiment contained four blocks; each of the eight main plots were 30'6 m long
by 8.55 m wide and were separated by paths 0'76 m wide. Main plots in the arable rotation
were divided into four sub.plots, l5'3 m long by 4'28 m wide. Nitrogen (as 'Nitro-Chalk',
2l I N) was applied to the sub.plots at four rates for the first four arable crops in tle
rotation; no N was given to beans in 1970 and all sub-plots were given the same amounts
of N for rye in 1971. The main plots in the ley rotation were not sub.divided, except when
the soils were sampled, and in 1971172, when root weights were measured.
TABLE 2
Cumulalive amounts o/ dty matter, orgdnic malter, N, P, K, Na, Ca and Mg applied in
farmyard manure, staw and peat, 1965-70
tonnes/ha ke/ha
Year
Dry organic N P K Na Ca Mg
mattet matter
Farmyard manule
1955 9.71966 22-21967 30.11968 41.31969 51.91970 61.4
7.6
14.3
18.3
2s.3
32.3
36-2
32
t2l
113
234
263
293
293 50@ 300826 4021128 479t379 s42t582 590
6.7 41 61235253t1.4 90 t4 213 11 55 82r.r 136 m 3r4 16 81 l228.5 187 27 366 29 113 1135.7 217 32 453 33 143 m43-4 U9 37 517 52 173 26
446 D 1467s9 74 49952 98 7221435 l]5 9271903 161 10542252 184 93
1965
1966l7
1958
1969
1970
1965
t966
1967.
1961b
r 968
1969
1970
7.1
14.3
22.6
30.3
37.8
46.O
4.8
8.9
14.3
m.9
n.4
36.5
43-9
Ba ey straw
Sedge peat
4.6 48 11268 98.59t223135201r-7 1703 r5224 30
m-l 2i2 4 4 a 323 426.3 332 6 5 l0 428 6234.8 449 7 6 l2 562 854r.8 534 9 10 U A5 99
(a) Applied in spring; (b) Applied itr sutunn
t00
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THE VALUE OF ORGANIC MANURES AT WOBURN. I
Site of expedm€rt The experiment occupies most of Series B on Stackyard Field, which
was cropped from 193G-60 in a six-course rotation of sugar beet, barley, clover, wheat,
potatoes and rye (Yates & Patterson, 1958; Rothamsted Exp€rimental Station, 1967).
The average amounts of N, P and K applied each year during the 30 years of the experi-
ment were 37.7, 16.5 and 52.1 kg/ha respectively. The manurial treatments in the six-
course rotation experiment were not cumulative and every plot received each of the 15
treatment-combinations in 15 years so that the nutrient status of the soils in 1964 was
very uniform. Soil analyses, which show variations between blocks, are in Part II of this
paper.
Manuriat heatnents, 1965-71
Organic manures. Moisture contents of the peat and chaffed straw were me:rsured
before these manures were used and fresh weights, calculated to be about 7.5 tonnes dry
matter/ha were applied before ploughing in autumn. Fresh farmyard manure was applied
at 50 tonnes/ha in 1965,1966,1968 and 1969 and at 25 tonnes/ha in 1967 and 1970, the
total amounts being about 250 tonnes/ha in six years.
Table 2 gives the cumulative amounts of dry matter, organic matter, N, P, K, Na, Ca
and Mg applied in farmyard manure, straw and peat between 196tr-70. Appendix Table 2
gives the chemical analyses of the farmyard manure, straw and peat.
Green manmes
Italian ryegmss. The first green manure crop (Hybrid Italian ryegrass) was sown on
7 May 1964. The remaining plots of the experiment, except the leys, were fallowed.
Perennial weeds, grasses and Equisetnn sp. infested all plots and the site was rotary
cultivated in July and fallowed during the surrmer. Hybrid Italian ryegrass (34 kg/ha)
was re-sown on 23 April 1965. In both 1964 and 1965 the green manure plots received
63 kg N/ha, 27 kg P/ha and 52 kg K/ha in the seedbed before sowing. The ryegrass was
plougbed in on 7 September 1965. The weights ofcrop were not recorded.
Trefoil. Ttefol was undersown on 2 November 1965 in winter wheat which was
severely damaged by wheat bulb fly (Ieptohylemyia coarcrata Fall.). The crop was killed
with paraquat on 28 April 1966 and trefoil was undersown in ba ey on 30 April. Samples
of tops and roots were dug from one area, 0.84 m2, from each sub-plot on 27 September,
washed free from soil and weighed. Barley stubble and trefoil were ploughed in on
30 November and I December.
Red cloyer, Late-flowering red clover was undersown in winter wheat on 29 March
1968, sampled in the same way as the trefoil on 23 October and the wheat stubble and
TABLE 3
Amounts of diy matter (tonneslha) and nitrogen (kg Nlha) ploughed in as green manures
in 1966, 1968 qnd l97l
1966 t968 1971
Trefoil Nto R€d clover Nto Red cloverNlo winter rar winter .-----------^--lallel Total Total wheat Toral Total rye Total Total(ke/ha) DM N (kslha) DM N (ks/ha) DM N0 3.57 88.4 25 t.9l 64.t 3t 1.43 37.925 3.49 87.0 1s t.21 44.3 31 1.54 38.950 3.83 85.4 125 t.l1 4.2 3l l.3l 32.37s 2.86 67.5 t7s 0.60 21.7 3t t.D 33.0
Total in
3 crops
Total TotalDMN
6.93 l9l6.30 1706.31 1584.75 122
1.39 35.5 6-07 160
l0l
Mean 3-44 82.1 r.u 42.8
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clover ploughed in on 29 November. The same variety was undersown in winter rye on
22 April 1971, sampled on 15 September and plougled in on 28 October.
Table 3 gives total amounts of dry matter in tops and roots of trefoil (1966) and red
clover (1968 and 1971) and the total N contained in the crops. Total weights of trefoil
and red clover decreased slightly as the amounts ofN applied to barley and winter wheat
increased. Uniform N was given to rye in 1971 and the weights of clover were almost
independent of the amounts of N given tlvo years earlier to sugar beet. Mean amounts
of dry matier and N added to soil in the three legume crops were 6'l tonnes/ha and
160 kg N/ha respectively.
Leys with nitroger or white cloyer. The leys were sown in May 1964 but, due to weed
infestation, both were resown (hke the green manurc crop) on 23 April 1965' In 1964 and
1965 the tey plots were give^ 27 fuPlha and 52 kg I(ha in the seedbed, together with
63 kg N/ha to the plots growing grass leys with inorganic N. The seed mixtures used and
amounts sown are in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Seed mixtures wed for leys with clover and leys with nilrogen
species
Timothy S48
Meadow fes&re S2l5
smooth-stalked meadow gr"ss
Kers€y white clover
Wild white clover
Total
IJls with clover I-eys with Ditrogetr
l0
l5l
32
7
l2
5
4I
29
Both leys established well and persisted for seven years before they were ploughed up
on 28 October l97l (Blocks I and III) and on 30 November 1972 @locks II and IY)' The
grass was cut between one and four times a year and removed from the plots. No bare
patches developed, all species survived and the drought-resistant smooth-stalked meadow
grass (Poa pratensr) was prominent when the leys were sampled in 1971. Nitrogen was
given to the grass ley (Ln) each spring and after each cut, exc€pt the last. From 196!69
the amount of each dressing was restricted to 63 kg N/ha in order to limit $owth and
prolong the life ofthe ley. More nitrogen, 126 kg N/ha, was given in 1970-71 to increase
the N content ofthe grass and avoid ploughing in N-deficient material before the sequence
of arable test crops started.
The leys were grown in the 'build-up' phase ofthis experiment entirely to provide soils
containing known amounts of organic matter and nitrogen. Table 5 gives the total dry
matter produced and the amounts of N and other nutrients removed between 1965-71.
In all years excrpt 1965, the ley given inorganic N produced more dry matter than the
clover ley- Differences between the yields of the two leys were largest in 1970 and l97l
when N rates were doubled. Between I 965-7 I , average yields of the clover and grass leys
were 4.3 and 6.6 tonnes/ha respectively. From l96i-68 more N was remoYed from the
clover Iey (tr) than from the grass ley (Ln) but 199 kg/ha more N was removed from the
grass than from the clover ley in the harvests of 1970-71. The mean amounts of N
removed each year between 1965-71 were 99 and 106 kg N/ha from the clover and grass
leys respectively.
In most years, and particularly 1966 and 1971, much more K was removed by leys
than by arable crops. Balancing dressings, calculated from crop yields and analyses were
given, pady in autumn and partly in spring (Appendix Table 1), to compensate for the
t02
Amount sown (kg/ta)
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TABIT 5
Total dry matter produced and nutrients removed by leys v,ith clove4lt) and
lels with nitrogen (tn), 1965-71
Number Total dry
of matter
cuts (tonn€s/ha)
2 3.982 3.34
Year l.ty
t965 l-.
Lrl
KNaCaMg
131 4.3 61 7.0lt8 2.1 25 5.2
NP
103 14.065 lt.4
1966
t961
1968
1969
t910
197 |
Total
l-.
Lo
IJ
Ln
I-p
Ln
Lr,
I-o
14
Lo
It
Ltr
l*
Ln
9t ll.550 13.04 6-743 9.65
55 9.3 98 0.863 13.0 138 0.5
o-2
0.8
193 20.3 t4s 5.1140 2t-3 196 2-4
98 t5.3 122 1.8
a M.9 t2s 0.32 4-51I 5-X
2 4-972 6-s3
2 !.782 5-58
I 16 15.885 16.3 137 t-2lD o.7
36 7.019 5.6
35 9.126 8.5
20 4.1
l0 1.3
u 7.1
20.212 4-73 tt?
4-28
l0 9l
29.22
46.02
691 91.3 798 14.8742 123.0 tt79 8.7
1.4 39 7.01.9 55 13.4
292 47.1225 58.5
Blocks Blocks
r &Itr u &rv0971) (1972) Mcao1.15 3'50 2.32
000
0007.lo 7.m 7.05
23.9 58.0 4.9000129.3 126.6 DA.O1s3.2 184.6 168.9
2.1
I l.l
14.5
35.0
20
118
145
355
105
208
2
2
l6
t4
. 
Nole: N appli€d at 63 kg Niha (19699) atrd 126 kg N/ha (197G-?l) to grass leys with tritrog€o (Ln)
in spring atrd before all cul.s except the last,
extra P, K and Mg removed by the leys. More Na and Ca were removed by the clover ley
than by the grass ley. Diferences between uptakes from the two leys were largest between
1965-68 when the clover ley removed about twice as much Na and Ca as the gass ley.
Over one-half of the Na taken up by both leys between 1965-71 was removed in the
first two years. No attempt was made to balance the removals of Na and Ca by the leys
or arable crops.
Total weights of dry matter (stems plus roots) in the top l0 cm of the leys were measured,
after the last cut and before they were ploughed, in October 1971 and 1972. The weights
TABLE 5
Total grass, clover and nilrogm in leys ploughed up in 1971 and 1972
(Means of I samplitrg ulits/plot)
Irys with clover (I-c)
Grass, dry matter
(totrnes/lla)
Clover, dry matter
(tonnes/ha)
,z clover il sward
Total roots, ash-free(tonDes/ha)
N io erass (kg N/ha)
N in clove. (kg N/ha)
N in roots (ks N/ha)
Total, tops aod roots(ks NAa)
BlocksI&TI(197t)
0.93
Biocks
u&Iv(t972)
I .11
Mean
t.o2
0.34
28.4
7.77
15.8
10.9
130.6
157.3
0.34 0.34
26.9 29.87- 7.4
14.3 17.4I1.8 to.o126.1 135.0152.2 162.4
Nutrients .emoved (kg,iha)
I-eys with nitrog€q (Ltr)
103
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were obtained by removing a block of soil,20 cm x 20 cm x l0cm deep; stems of grass
and clover were cut at ground level and dried, weighed and analys€d separately, The
crowns and roots were separated from the soil by sieving and washing and their organic
matter contents measured. Table 6 gives the total amounts of grass, clover and nitrogen
in the leys ploughed up in l97l arld 1972 before the start of the 'testing' phase of the
experiment. The proportions of clover in the sward, based on the dry weights of the
crops, were almost the same (27-j0/) in all blocks of the experiment. Total roots from
the clover ley were slightly more than from the grass ley. The mean amounts ofN in tops
and roots before ploughing were 157 and 169 kg N/ha for the clover and grass leys
resPectivelY,
Yiekls of erable cmps ad efrects of nitogenr 1966-72
The sequence of crops in this phase of the experiment was chosen to avoid those which,
if grown frequently, could act as host plants for soil-bome pathogens and tlerefore
increase the incidence of either fungal diseases or nematode infestation in the second
phase of the experiment. The cropping sequence (fable 7) also ensured that little N was
needed in the fifth and sixth years of the experiment, when b€ans and rye were grown.
This allowed the residual value ofN given during the frst four years to be measured and
avoided the accumulation ofresidues ofinorganic N in the last two years ofthe 'build-up'
phase of the experiment.
TABLE 7
Summory of arable ooppiag and spring mnurblg, 1966-77
SDrirg E.nutils,b tr/hr
.--------------- Drt D.tYc.rCropNPXMt
(M.d Badr.r)
1957 Pot to.. 25.73,125,175 55 loa l5(M4G.tic)
1966 Wiita whai 8,73, 125, 115(C.pDclc)
c a
brrvat d
28 ADr. 9 S.!t. 1956
1966
5-7 AD.. 12-13 scDl.1967 t967
5 Oct. 23 AW. 1968
1967
,PKM8 rDpli.d i! iutuEn\ for sbt. eb.at (f!ilcd)
fB.lal n rins ldjund1 Io axow for vdiadoB
I io autllm dI!.inrt
PK @Dbircdiilcd .!fcrtiliF cooiairins6r%P a^d23 2%Kl97O B.a(M.rb B.!d)
(Kio8ID
l9zl Wiotq ryc(Xiry ID
oloctt tr & Iv
(a) Fu[ dlt.lb of oltivationt hcrbicid6, ln .clicidc. arc in Rothamn d ErpcriMral Stlaion: NMdi..t n ull! of thc 6cld
.xDc.imdB. wobum O.sanic M.ouri.s 65/C/3r i 5ZCl23; 6E/C/r8; 69/VRN/12; 70/WRN/r2i 7llWRNlt2iTzlvtlB\It2.(b) I! ..ldition to .ut@ applicatioE3
Winter wheat, the first crop in the proposed rotation, failed and was replaced by barley
in spring 1966, which was followed by potatoes (1967), winter wheat (1968), sugar beet
(1969), beans (1970) and winter rye, 1971 (all blocks) and 1972 (Blocks II and IV only).
Table 7 gives the varieties grown and summarises the spring manuring ftom 1966-72.
Nitrogen was applied at four rates to the first four crops in the rotation to measure the
immediate effects of N in each of the four years. The amounts applied to each subplot
varied from year to year to avoid differential accumulatioDs of N throughout this stage
of the experiment. The experiment was also designed to estimate residual effects of N
for potatoes, winter wheat and sugar beet but boron deficiency developed in 1969 on
r04
55 lO+ nooc 20 Ma!. I S.pL 1970
1970
3l ao.. roE loE 17 Oct 3l Aut: I97l
1970$ E loo 25 23 &- D Att,,. t9,2 f px u.*a*, 
",
tvr l"i;tffia"a m| 6t%P. 23.2)ar
te6p susar ber 25,75,12s,t75 s5 lo4 ,'onc lt Apr, 29-y) ocr. t969 {tttf"Hl"I"*li:T#(KIGin E) r9O I l4 Fcbru.ry 1969
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Gm
D9
Fd
st
Pt
Fs
-c
o)
o
ol
z
Pt
Fs
st
F(
!
Sugor beet,'1969 
...r l
.: 
-."''
..,.,J
v
.,r
.i' )
..," ///p
eJ / //t'
.a ///j' / /t
,j l'//
,ij H/
,J Y,J
l,-J ,//
.J ,1/
200
Dg
Gm
50 100 1so 200
N opplicd. kg/ho
100
o
ol180
Winter wheot, 1968
D9
Fs
Pt, st
Gm, Fd
0 50 100 m 200 0
N opplied, kg/ho
d
t60J
z
Frc. l. Relationships between dtrogpn uptakcs by (a) barley (g'ain + straw), (b) potatoes (total
tube.s), (c) wilter wheat Grain + straw) and (d) sugar beet (tops + roots) and N applied as 'NitrGchalk'
in the pres€rce of peat (Pt), straw (S0, green danures (Gm), farmyard manure (Dg) or fertilisers equiva-
leat to PKMg in straw + suppleme ary P (Fs) or to farmyard manure (Fd). N uptekes by barley g!o\*!
with erceo manur€s (GE) are omitted becaus€ the sraw was cotrtarnilated by trEfoil
105
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parts of the sugar beet crop and the residual values ofN for sugar beet could not be
measured.
Nitrogen rclersed from orgeric manures. Yields of all arable crops depended on the
amounts of (i) N applied as 'Nitro-Chalk', (ii) N released from or, occasionally, im-
WinteF rye, 1971
..'_--..._-..,,. a--.........--.._-. 
---- o_-,*_.,--'t
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z
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Frc.2. Relrliooship3 betw€en nilrogen uptakes by (a) beaas Graio + straw) and O) wiqter rye
Grain + straw) atrd N applied as'Nilro-Cbalk' to suSar beet itr 1969 in the E€s€Dce of pt, St, GE, D&
Fs atrd Fd (for key to symbols, see Fig. l). -
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THE VALUE OF ORGANIC MANURES AT WOBURN. I
mobilised by the organic manures and (iii) P, K and M-g applied in organic manures or
fertilisers. Ii is impossifte, however, to assess benefits from the-organic manures unless
some estimate is aiso made of the N they release and all yields of crops between 196G69
are discussed in relation to the 'adjust€d N' supply. These 'adjustments' were made by
estimating, from linear regressions bf the total N uptake by the crops against N applied,
the amouits of N removed from soi.ls to which no N was given (Fig' l)' The extra N
removed from soils given organic or green manures was then calculated from differencrs
between uptakes from Pt, Stind Cm mintl.t Fs and uptakes from Dg zrrrrar Fd (Table 8)'
'Adjustments' for beans in 1970 were calculated from differences between total N uptakes(noinorganic N was given) and those for rye in l97l from differences between N uptakes
i.o- roi. with antl without organic or green manures, all given a uniform dressing of
3l kg N/ha @g. 2).
TABLE 8
Nitogen rcmoveil from soils given only /otilisers and extra nitrogen removed from soils
given organic manures, 1966-71
(AI r€sults in kg N/Ia)
N Emoved from soils
giveo fertilis€rsr
Fertilisers Fenilisers
equivaletrt to equivalent to
straw + P FYM
13.0 l4.st9.6 t6.529.6 31.7
+8-7 50.029-r 23.s49.0d 51.8d
t89.0 188.0
Extra N removed from soils
given orgaaic ma-nuresb
Green Farmyard
Peat Stlaw maDures matrurcCrop Yerr
Barley 1966Potato€s 1967
winter wheat 1968
Sugar beet 1969Beans 1970
Wirter rye l97l
Total t966-71
0.1 
- 
3.8
-5.9 -7.72.9 4.3
-7.1 -4.0
-2.! 6.02.4 7.9
-10.1 2.7
10.tr 6.52t.2 16.0l8.E 33.959.8 47.68.1 22.32r.o 29.8
138.9 t56.1
values bv extraDolation (see Figs I and 2)
Difieren;:s behieen valuas for Pt, St and Cm mrhzs Fs and Dg nrt'zz.r Fd
intemolated value b€aause barlev staw was cotrtaminaled with trefoil
G"iuia N recovered from a uniform applicatiotr (31 kg N/ha) of 'NitrGChalk'
Peat and straw released or immobilised negligible amounts of N but green manures
released N to all crops, the largest amount being 59'8 kg N/ha to sugar beet in 1969'
Three green manure oops were grown between 1965-68 and they contained 122-191 kg
N/ha (Table 3), togethei with N in ryegrass grown in 1965, which was not measured.
Total i\ recovered by arable crops from green rnanures grown between 1966-71 was
139 kg Niha (Iable 8). The total amounts ofN recovered from cumulative dressings of
FYM-between 196G68 and 1969-71 were 56 and 100 kg N/ha respectively and totaued
about lOf ofthe N in FYM applied between l96G7l'
Effects of organic natrures otr the recoYery ofN from 'Nitcchslk'. Table 9 gives the
apparent reiveries of N, applied as 'Nitro-Chalk', (i) in the years of application-and
liij in subsequent years. These recoveries were estimated from the mean uptakes from
tle three la.gest amounts of N tested Given in Table 7) rz,rus uptakes from the smallest
amount of N tested, i.e. }(N, + Nr * Nd 
- 
Nr. Apparent recoveries of N were
measured from uptakes by barley, potatoes, winter wheat and sugar beet in the years
'Nitro-Chalk' wai applied (196G{9)' Apparent recoveries of residues of 'Nitro-Chalk"
applied in 1966 and1167, were measured from N uptakes by potatoes (1967) and winter
wheat (1968). Beans (1970) and winter rye (1971) measured residues of the nitrogen
given to sugar beet in 1969.
- The first-four arable crops (196G69) removed 15!179 kg N/ha' abortt 44-51% of
tw
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TABLE 9
Apparet rccoyeries of nittogen,s qplied as , Nitto-Chalk' , in the yearc of application andh subsequqrt yens, 19d6_71
PKMg equivalent to PKMg equivatent
straw + P to FYMyear
_--r-------------1 AmouatsCrop N of NbCrop growD spplied (kg NAa)
Badcy 1966 1966 50Pot&toes 1967 l%? t00Wi er whcat 1968 1968 IOO
Sugrr bcet l%9 1969 lm
Potatoes 1967 1966 50
WiEter wheat 1968 l9f7 tOOBcsos 1970 1!X9 t00
Wilt€r ryc l91l 1969 100
In the years of appli€tionI! sutEaqucDt y.a$
Total 350
Ferd. Ferti-Greetr lic(s lisers
Feat Straw matrurEs only qnty FyM S.E.
Rocoveries of N io ric years of applicatioo, k&th&
2-2 1r l4c 30 31 27 +2.6!_ 3q 38 23 32 3l I5.3t 44 4t 49 ,t8 31 +:.C71 68 62 72 67 78 +1r.6
Recoveries of N irl subsequrot y€a$, kg,/ha
-7- g 1 
-5 -2 _3 +5.223t88710+r.C1t 5 3 0_1 lt.zo-2 9 
-1 0 _t +z.l
Total N Ecov€rics, k&lha
176 179 155 174 178 173
-l 239 55 5_
175 r8t 194 179 183 178
. 
(a) 
. 
Total N io gmh + srraw (barley, wi er ,rheat, bea$ aod rye) ; tops + toots (sugar b€et) ; tubarsG,otatoes)(b) Apparcat 
_recoverics were calculated from l(N, + Nr * Nr) ndrus Nr (for N rates- s€e Tabb n(c) caLulated usiry an hterpolared vatue (2i.b krj Nliral ioi" Ni, "ueciirii-Gi;i sft;*"s-;;:tamiDated with rrefoil-
the total applied. Cumulative dressings of peat, straw or farmyard manure did not affect
tht recovery of N from 'Nitro,Chalk' but geen manures (in 1966 and 196g) decreased
the apparent-recovery ofN by about 20 kg N/ha. potatoes (in 1967) recovered negligible
amoutrts.o-f ! w9n t9 tn9 preceding barley crop. winrer wheai (in 1968), hiwiver,
r*avercd 2-18 % of the N given to potatoes in 1967 and the largest recovery (tS tg N/ha),
9n 
-plots growitrg green manures in 1966 and 1968, inireased wtierit yiini U1i0.58 ;f 0'318 
-to-mes/ha. Beans 
(in 1970) and winter rye (in l97l) recoverea insignifica;t
amounts ofN from 'Nitro-Chalk' given to sugar beet in 1969, partly b€cause sugar teet
rcmoved 62-:781of the nitrogen applied to it. Green manurei incieased the rGveries
of nitrogen from residues of 'Nitro-Chalk, in all four years in which they were measured.
Between 
-1966.7l gr@n manures released about l,l0 kg N/ha to thl soil (fable g),decreased the recovery of N from 'Nitro.Chalk, by about 20 kg N/ha in the yean it was
applied and increased the recovery of N from .Nitro-Chalk' by about ,10 -kg N/ha in
subsequent years (Table 9).
Ylells of erable crols fron .lljusted' N dressings yields of barley grain, potato tubers,
yheat gtil and sugar are given in Figs 3a-d in relation to the lnoiganifN applied to
Fs and Fd 4ots and to the 'adjusted' N supply from green manires and iarmyard
m. anure. ('{djustments' for straw and peat (Iable 8) were too smal 1q slew garhiqilr.y
Appendix Tables 3 to 9 give gr-ain yields ofcereals and beans, total tubers ofpotito". uii
roots of sugar b€et and total dry -matter of each crop harvested. Table l0 summarises
yields of all the arable crops (196G72) grown at the highest rate of N tested. Some
relationships b€tween cumulative dry matter production and cumulative N supply
between 1966-71 are discussed later (pp. ll8-120).
r08
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TABLE 10
Yields of arable oops, 1966-72, dt the highest rale of nitrogen tested
(All l€sults in tooDcsAa)
PKMg
PKMq eouivalelt to aquivalcol
s-t"aw + P to FfM
.-1...--...1N Feni' Ferti-
aPPlied GrEe! lis€rs lisersY€ar crop -ditlil peat straw DatrurEs only only FYIvt Mean s.E'
1966 Bartey 75 3'93 3'50 r'49 4'13 3'93 4'K 3'9r +0'133
Grai! at 85% DM)rXZ poEtocs - -- '' 175 1g'7 22'4 n'8 fi's U'2 26'2 2i'O +1'96(total tubers)
1958 wi;-Fwh;i-' t75 4.71 4'80 4'$ 4'82 4'a 4'47 4'65 +0'205
&rah at 85 % DM)
1969 suErb€d--'"-'-' tts 7'& 7'02 6'75 6'@ 6'57 7'94 7'05 +0'ig8
(suga61
leTo BJ;s-' O 0'80 0'96 0'90 0'71 0'55 1'11 0'84 +0'105(erai! at 85 % DM)l97l Rye 3l
Graia at 85 % DM)1972 Rve 40
'Graia at 85 % DIO
3.58 3.76 3.M 3-03 3.32 4.63 3.61 +0.158
2'83 3.18 3-73 2.70 2.54 3.71 3.12 lO'192
B.rtey 1!t66. Grain yields (Appendix Table 3) ranged widely (from 0'51-4''16 tonnes/ha)
and nitrogen consisiently increased yields. The largest amounts tested (75 !e Nittl)
were insuhcient for miximum yields both in the Presenc€ and absence of organic
manures @ig. 3a). Yields were independent of the amounts of PKMg fertilisers tested.
Peat did not;ffeci yields but both straw and green manures lessened grain yields, probably
for diferent reasons. Straw immobilised some nitrogen (about 4 kg N/ha) which partly
accounts for the smaller yields it produced. Although the green manures released about
t0 kg N/ha to the crop (Table 8), barley appeared to suffer from competition with the
trefoil which grew yery vigorously and, unlike other green manuring experiments 
-at
Woburn @amis & Clirke;1963; Dyke, 1973), trefoil depressed mean barley yields by
0',10 + 0'i26 tonnes/ha (Appendix Table 3). Farmyard manure produced larger yields
than equivalent amounts oi FKMg fertitisers but they were wholl-y accounted for by the
extra nitrogen it released (Fig. 3a). Barley derived no benefits from organic manures,
other than from nitrogen released from FYM.
Potatoes 1967. Potatoes grew poorly during a dry summer and tuber yields ranged from
9.1-27.8 tonnes/ha (Appendix Table 4). Yields increased almost linearly with the amounts
ofN applied (Fig. 3bj ind the largest amounts tested (175 kg N/ha) were insufficient for
mazim:Jm yeia". rni hrger amounts of PKMg fertilisers gave larger yields than the
smaller PKMg dressings, particularly when 125-175 kg N/ha were applied'
N applied(kc N/ha)
25
75
125
175
Mean
Tuber yields with
PKMg rnanuring
equivalent to
straw + P
9'2
l2-6
15.2
t7.5
t3.6
Extra yield from
PKMg matruring
equivalent to
FYM
+2.0 1
+z.t I
+).) I
+6'7 )
+4'l
S.E.
of iDcrcase
in yield
+2.17
+2.38
tonnesAa
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Borley, 1966
Do
25
E
c
oFd I
-.. 
Gm
50 100 150 2fi
N opplied (odjusted), kg/ho
tFoZ:l; 
--^u-
50 rm 150 200
N opplied (odjusted), kg/ ho
f
_10
oF
beet,1969
Frc. 3._ Relatioqship! between yields of- barley (8raitr), potatoes (tubers), winter wheat Grain) and
sugar a.od- 'adjusted' N applied. ('Adj-!sted' N : N applied as 'Nitro-Chalk; + N taken up Irom'green
ma-our€s (G6) or farmyard marure @g).)
Peat and straw increased tuber yields by 1.0 and 3.0 tonnes/ha more ttran fertilisers
alone. Residues from trefoil, undersown in barley in 1966, increased meaD tuber yields
by 9'1 t 2.38 tonnes/ha (Appendix Table 4) and they benefited the crop much more than
can reasonably be explained by the N they released (Fig. 3b). Trefoil residues (between
2.9-3.8 tonnes/ha, Table 3) remained at the bottom of the plough furrows tbroughout
ttre growing season and were still visible when the potatoes were lifted in autumn. Their
value is tentatively attributed to the soil water they conserved and to the N they released
slowly throughout the year. Farmyard manure also produced slightly larger tuber yields
than equivalent fertilisers but, unlike the trefoil residues, almost all of the extra yield it
produced was adequately explained by the extra N (16 kg N/ha) it supplied (Fig. 3b).
110
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Winter wteat 1968. Winter wheat grew well and grain yiclds ranged from 2'57-
;o0;;;;7i" lafpenaix Table 5). Ntrosen, given as 'Nitro Chalk" consistentlvi;;J ri.Ht,'"i&pt o, plots given nvM or groli-1q €reen manures' on which
;til;;;;;;;* ot ie.titisei N wJre 75-125 kg N/ha' Yields were the same with bothil"jil;anKMg fertilisers (Fs and Fs). Neither peat nor straw improved yields and'
..liG ;;r;y g.;; in 1966, the strat" did not immobilise anv nitrogen' After,allowing
f- il" rit ,igJn they released, both green manures and farm-aard-manure produced the
same maxim-um lelds (about 5 tonnes/ha) of winter wbeat (Fig' 3c)'
Sugrr boet 1969. The crop grew well for most of the season and sugar yields ranet'
f.o"- +'SZ-S'1Z tornes/ha, ind averaged 6'55 tonnes/ha' Autumn 1969 was exceptionally
drv and heart-rot, due to boron deficiency, developed dudng October on many plots'
m6sttv in Blocks i and II. The mean yieids and N uptgkes..ge briefly discussed he_re
without reference to the effects of boron deficiency which will be described more fitlly
elsewhere.
Yiel<ts of clean beet, sugar, toPs and total dry matter were independent ofthe amounts
of pfVg applied as-feritisers-1fig. 3d; Appendix Table-6)' Peat and sraw did not
tenefit tn-e ciop and both gave the same yields of sugar and tops as equivalent aTounts
of fertilisers. G.een manures and farmyard manure, however' both produced, more
,"gu. tn- fa.tli.ars alone. Most of the vilue ofthe residues from gleen manures derives
iio'- tt . 
"itrog"o 
they release because differenc.es between sugar yields (Gm nrinns Fs)'
t:rt 
""i yi"fJ. 
"rt topsl decreased with increasing amounts of N given as 'Nitro-Chalk'.
Mean 6 06 2'9 +l.t +0.28
With fertilisers
otrly (Fs)
TopsN applied(ks N/ha)
25
75
t25
175
N applied(kc N/ha)
25
75
125
175
Sugar
4.75
6.r0
6.80
6.60
@M)
1.7
2.7
4.0
Sugar
+1.86
+0.87
+0.24
+0.15
+0.78
rIlcrease
+0.45
+0.45
+0.633
+0.471
S.E. of
incr€ase
+0.633
Tops(DM)
+1.41
+o 9l
+l.l r
+1.0J
S.E. of
itrcreas€
S.E. of
increase
Tops(DM)
+0 91
+l0t
+ 1.0 r
+l.l_J
SuSar
+ 2.84'l
+ 1.86 I
'1.61ir.rz)
Farmyard manure increased the yields of sugar much,more- than equivalent amounts
oi-pilfril i".tim"rs and differences between iugar lelds with FYM @g ninul-F-d)
a""i"*.i les, than after green manures as the amounts of N given as 'Nitro-ChalK
increased from 25 to 175 kg N/ha.
With fertiliseN
only (Fd)
Tops
Sugar
4.5'l
6.14
6.51
6.57
(DM)
1.9
2.5
3.1
3.5
Mean 5'95 2'7 +l'93 +0'471 +l'0 +0'28
The extra nitrogen removed by sugar beet from residues o-f-green manures (60 kg N/ha)
"na-rio- "r-"l"ire dressings of faimyard 
manurc (48 kg Nfta) increased yeldg of !ry
-"trca i. i"pt tV 
"Uout 
I to-nnefta. The extra nitrogen from green manure residues did
lll
Yields, totures/ha
Extra yields ftom green manures
Yields, tonnes/ha
Enra yields from FYM
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l:tji:li: ,rglyields (Fig. 3d) whereas farm,yard manure produced about 1.5 tomes/ha more sugar than equivalent fertilisers after adjusting the N supply for the Nit released.Part of the benefit from farmyard .uou.e 
-u-y be iue to ttri't6ron it contains. It is
unltkely, however, that boron is solely responsible, because peat, which contains as
much, or more, boron (A_ppendix Table 2), also increased the B content of the leaves,
and prevented beaft-rot (Rothamsted Report for 1970, part l, pp. 5G57), but did zai
increase sugar yields (Appendix Table e.
Beam 190. Beans were sown on 20 March after a \yet winter and the seedbed was
gr9.fa-red by power iarrowing; some rows, corresponding with tractor wheelings, had
failed to germinate by 20 May- The summer was drier thin average and the croi-grewpoorly, gr-ain-field-s at harvest (Appendix Table 7) ranging from 0.-50 to t.t9 tonneJfira.
Mean yields fro-m farmyard manure (r ' l 4 tonnes/ha; were about twice those from equiva-
Ient amounts-of PKMg as fertilisers (0.56 tonnes/ha). Straw and green manures, but not
!,e1!, Cave slightly more beans (0.13 + 0.088 tonnes/ha) than ;quivalent amounts ofPKMg fertilisers. Beans recovered- very littre N remaining from the previous sugar beet
crop (Table 9) and yields were independent of the amounts of N applied a yeaiearlier.
No N scale was tested, so it is impossible to assess unambiguously whether the better
crop on FYM plots was due solely to the N (about 22 kg N/ha) it released (Iable 8).
Yh!_o.yq 191. Rye grew well and grain lelds ranged from 3.18 to 4.76 tonnesfta.kesidues fromN applied two years earlier to sugar biet were negligible (Table 9) and
they did not affect yields of grain or rotal dry m;fter (Appendix Table Sj. Cumjative
dressings of straw gave slightly more grain (0.33 
_g 0.ttig- tonnes/ha) than equivaleni
fertilisers but neither peat nor red clover (Gm), undersown in the rye, improved flelds.There was no difference between the larger (Fd) and smaller (Fs) amounts of feri'rliser.
Rye grown 
-on 
FYM plots took up more nitrogen (31.0 kg N/iaj than from plots given
equivalent fertilisers (Fig. 2b) and both grain yields andlotal dry matter wire largest
with farmyard manure, which gave 1.25 + 0.188 tonnes/ha more grain than equivaient
fertilisen. As there was no N scale to measure yield irrcreases frJm inorganic N, it is
impossible to assess whether the large benefit fiom FyM was due sole{ to the'N it
released.
y-hter ry9 lyn. A second crop of rye was grown in 1972 only on Blocks II and IV.
Mean grain yields (Appendix Table 9) were smaller than in l97i but they confrm that
no-residues_ remained from N given to sugar beet in 1969. Straw again improved grain
lelds a little more (0'25 f 0'208 tomes/ha) than equivalent fertilisirs but peat did"not.
Green manuring was much more effective in 1972 tian in l97l; yields of grain and ary
matter .' ere the same as with FYM,probatly because red clover was undersiown in rye oiplo]. yry"h already contained residues (36 kg N/ha, Table 3) from red clover groin in
1971. The extra amounts of N taken up by rye grown after green manurcs -(in l97l
and 1972) and from cumulative dressings of nyM, last given-in autumn 19i0, were
16.0 and 18.6 kg N/ha respectively.
Effects of N on uptskes of p, K, Na, Ca anrt Mg, 1966_?l
Appendix Table t0 gives the amounts of N, p, K, Na, Ca and Mg removed by the six
crops as means of the four amounts of N applied between 196ffi9. Balancing dressings
to compensate for differential removals ofp, K and Mg (Appendix Table l) iere basJd
on these mean removals. (Small discrepancies between uptakis in these two tables arisefrom the conversion of Imperial to metric units and from rounding errors.) Figs 4-7ll2
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Frc. 5. Efrects of nitrogE& applied as'Nitrochalk', otr P, K, Ca and Mg uptakes by potatoes (tube.s
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Flc. 6. Efrects of nitrogeD, applied as 'Nitro-Chalk', on P, K, Ca and Mg uptakes by winter wh€at
Graiq + straw) io the Fesence of h, St, Gm, Dg Fs and Fd (for key to srmbols, s€e Fig. l). Ca atrd Mg
uptakes from fe.tilis€rs (Fd aod Fs) were iodistheuishable atrd valu6 for Fs arc oEitted from this
figure.
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Frc. 7. Effects of nitrogen, applied as 'Nitro-Chalk', on P, K, Ca and Mg uptakes by sugar beet(tops + roots) in the prcserc€ of Pt, St, Gm, Dg, Fs and Fd (for key to slmbols, s€e Fig. 1).
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THE VALUE OF ORGANIC MANURES AT WOBURN. I
show the relationships between uptakes of P, K, Ca and Mg and the N applied to arable
crops between 196ffi9. Uptakes by sugar beet include nutrients in the tops, which were
sampled and analysed but, as they were ploughed in on plots, no balancing dressings were
needed to compensate for the large amounts of P, K and Mg they contained (Fig. 7).
The amounts of P, K, Ca and Mg removed by arable crops between 1966-71 depended
on the amounts of (i) inorganic N applied (196tr9), (ii) N released from organic
manures and (iii) P, K and Mg given as fertilisers.
Uptak$ of P, K, Ca and Mg were approximately linearly related to the amounts of
N applied and several results are relevant to the design and purpose ofthe present experi-
ment. Arable crops grown with green manures or FYM removed more N (about 56
and 67 kg N/ha respectiyely) between 196ff9 than crops grown with fertilisers (Fs and
Fd). The extra uptakes were about 7'5 kg P, 61 kg K and 3'3 kg Mg/ha (green manures)
and 1 1.5 kg P, 56 kg K and 6.0 kg Mg/ha (FYM), and they were balanced by extra fertiliser
given each winter or early spring. Differences between the amounts ofP, K and Mg
removed from Fs and Fd plots in six crops were small (6'2, 42'l and 2'3 kg/ha respec-
tively) despite two. to three-fold differences in the amounts applied (Appendix Table l).
The balancing dressings of PKMg fertilisers used in this experiment compnsated more
for diferences in the amounts of P, K and Mg removed by crops due to the amounts of
nitrogen given (either as 'Nitro-Chalk' or as organic or green manures) than for
diferences in the amounts of P, K and Mg applied.
TABLE 11
Amowts of P, K, Na, Ca ond Mg removed by arable uops, 1966-71, as percentages ofthe
total N removed by oopping
(Means of a[ rat€s of t.I)
Nu&ieDt peat straw #ffi FT#;.," reXil;ers FyM Mean
Phocphorus 2l'4 2l'7 18'7 2n'7 22'6 2l'0 2l'oPorassium 93'8 92'7 93'3 89'5 102'8 95'8 '6Sodium 1.4 1.2 1.3 l'3 l'3 l'5 l'3C-alcium 17'9 l7'l 19'6 l7'7 16'3 15'6 t7'4Magnesium 8.3 8.3 7'8 8'3 9'0 8'5 8'4
Table I I summarises uptakes of P, K, Na, Ca and Mg between I 966-7 I , in the presence
and absence of organic or green manures, as percentages of the total N removed by
cropping. Uptakes of nutrients, expressed in this way, were almost independent of the
amounts and type of organic manures tested. Slightly more Ca was taken up from Gm
than from Fs plots, perhaps because cereal straws @arley, winter wheat and rye) were
contaminated with th€ legumes. Rather less P was removed from Gm than from Fs
plots and more K from Fd than Dg plots but there are no obvious explanations for these
snall differences.
Cmulative removal of nitrogen from soils
Fig. 8 shows the cumulative amounts of N, calculated from data in Table 8, taken up
from soils between 1966-71, Throughout this period, the N removed by arable crops
from soils given about 7 tonnes organic matter/ha each year as Fat or straw was almost
the same as from soils given only fertilisers. Much more N was, howevet, removed from
soils alter three legume crops (trefoil, 1966 and red clover, 1968 and l97l) or after
cumulative dressings of farmyard manure. This experiment provides evidence, not
previously established at Woburn, that trefoil and clover residues release amounts of
ll7
PKM8 equivalent
to FYMPKMg equivalent to sFaw + P
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Frc.8. Cuoulative uptakes of nitrogsn, 1965-71, from soils enriched wilh Deat (Pl). straw (St)- creeo
rEaoures (Cm), farmyard mafiIle (Dg) or given ody fertilise.s €quivaletrt to PKlvtg i; straw + iu-pplo
meDtaD/ P (Fs) or to farmyard manure (Fd).
nitrogen over a period ofsix years which are comparable with those released from a total
of250 tonnes FYM/ha. The exceptionally close agreement betyi,een the amounts released
from green manures and FYM (Fig. 8) is obviously partly fortuitous.
Cumuletive yiells of dry mstter, 196G"71
Most arable crops, and particularly potatoes (Appendix Table 4), winter wheat (Appendix
Table 5) and sugar beet (Appendix Table Q yielded better when given FYM or when they
followed green manures. Much of the b€nefit from these organics was explained by thl
exka nitrogen they supplied (Fig. 3a-d). Cumulative dry matter production, derived from
Appendix Tables 3_8, provides better evidence for cumulative effects of organic manures
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Fra. 9. Relatiooships between cumulative yields of dry matter, 196fu7, 196fu9 and l96c7l and
total 'adjusted' N applied. ('Adjusted' N : N applied as 'Nitro-Chalk' + N taken up lrom peat, straw,
green manures or farmyaad manure.)
on crop gror*th other thaa those directly due to nitrogen. Fig. 9a-l shows the cumulative
yields of dry matter from tle arable crops for 196ffi7,196ffi9 and l96G7l, plotted
against 'adjusted' amounts of N applied. The 'adjustments' were made by adding ttre
amounts of N released from, or subtracting the amounts immobilised by, the organic
manures (Iable 8) to the cumulative additions of N given as 'Nitro-Chalk' (Iable 7).
Between 196G67, cumulative yields ofdry matter were the same with peat and straw
as with fertilisers only (Fig. 9a-b). Green manures gave identical yields to the fertiliser
plots, exc€pt where the smallest amounts of inorganic N were applied (Fig. 9c). The
estimate of the amount of N released from green manures in 1966 (Iable 8) is probably
too small but cannot be obtained more accurately because the barley 'straw' was much
contaminated with trefoil, especially on plots given no nitrogen. Cumulative lelds front
FYM and equivalent fertilisers (Fd) were very similar (Fig. 9d) although I 00 tonnes FYM/
ha were applied between 196fu7.
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- 
Between 1966-69 lelds of total dry matter from p€at and straw plots scarcely di.ffered
from those given only fertiliser @ig. 9e-$. The extra yields produced by green manures
1ery _wlollV accounted for by the adjusted N supply (Fig. ig). Cumulitive yields withFYM, however, exceeded those from equivalent }irtilisers (Fd) by 14 tonaes/ha, even
when allowance was made for the extra N it supplied (Fig. 9h).
_ 
During the six years between l96G7l, all organic manures 1ft, St, Dg) produc€d
larger cumulative lelds of dry matter than equivalent fertilisen @g. 9i, j,l), although
the benefits from peat and straw (about 2.5 tonnes/ha) were confined to plots given tne
most inorganic N. Cumulative dry matter yields from FYM were .t-5 tonnes/ha more
than from fertilisers, an increase of 10-12\ (Fig. 9l). Even after six years, green mamres
only increased cumulative yields slightly (l-1.5 tonnes/ha), after allowing for the extra
N they supplied (Fig. 9k).
The first t.st crop (potatoes), Blocls I ald Itr only, in 192
The experiment was modified in 1972 when the second or 'testing' phase started. Four
test crops, potatoes, winter wheat, sugar beet and barley, grown in rotation, will evaluate
residues from all organic manures and leys. In order that yields of test crops could be
taken in successive years, and therefore be less dependent on the season, the first crop
(potatoes) was grown only on Blocks I and III. (A second rye crop was grown in 1972 on
Blocks II and IV.)
Iarge amounts of P (100 kg/ha, both before ploughing and in the seedbed), K (200 kg/
ha before ploughing and in the se€dbed) and Mg (60 kg/ha before planting) were broad-
cast on all plots to provide adequate P, K and Mg. Each mainplot ofthe experiment was
divided into eight sub-plots testing eight rates of N, as 'Nitro-Chalk' (0-350 kg N/ha),
rotavated in the s€edbed before planting.
TABLE 12
Yields of potatoes, total tubers (tonneslha) in 1972 (Blocks I and III only)
N(kclha)
0
50
100
150
200
29
300
350
Mean
after
clov€r
ley
29-4
30.3
31.7
34.9
36.6
39.9
45.8
36.3
after
grass
ley
26.7
2s.5
31.0
33.2
28.7
34-2
38.1
36.9
Peat
18.6
30.7
29.5
37-6
,10 3
45-2
44.8
47.1
Ferti-Greetr lisers
Straw manur€s oDly
2l-2 27.7 19.9
n.o 33.2 25.631.5 33-4 2a.r31.5 37.5 30.33r.9 37-s 32.632-8 39.8 33.737.5 43.7 35.838.3 43.6 37.9
31.5 37.0 30.5
PKMS
e4uivalent
to FYM
Ferti-
lis€rs
ooly FYM
m.3 27.624.7 3t-225.0 35.028.t 34.532-l 41.232.9 45.235.5 ,1O.441.7 41.s
Meatr
23.91
2S.5 I
31.4 I
ll.f l*o.oc
17.5 I
39.5 I
42.4)31.8 36-7 30.0 37.8 34.0
s.E. for use in vertical iol iJ,"ra",,oo *rrarisoos +2.16
S.E fo. us€ iD horizontal comparisoDs *2496
Table 12 gives yields of potztoes @entland Crown) in 1972. Fllt discussion and
evaluation must await the results on Blocks II and IY in 1973, but the preliminary
indications fully support the evidenc€ from cumulative yields (Fig. 9) tiat some organic
matter treatments between l96G7l increased yields, even when the most N was given.
Yields on plots given FYM were more, by 4.9 to 12.3 + 4.19 tonnes/ha, at a// lev;h of
nitrogen than on plots (Fd) given equivaleut amounts of P, K and Mg from 1965-70.
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Discussion rntl conclusiore
Brlatrcing dr€ssings of PKMg fertilisers. This paper is largely a descriptive and factual
account of the yields from the experiment between 1966-72. The main objective of the
first phase ofthe experiment was to produce soils containing diflerent amounts and forms
of organic matter. The cropping sequenc€ was chosen to avoid the build-up of soil-borne
pathogens and balancing dressings of P, K and Mg were applied, both in spring and
autumn, to compensate for the differential removals of these nutrients. Crop analyses,
summarised for the leys in Table 5 and for the arable crops in Figs ,1-7 and Appendix
Table 10, show that the amounts ofP, K and Mg removed depended more on the amounts
of N applied as 'Ntro-Chalk', or released from the clover ley, the green rnanures or
farmyard manure, than on the amounts given as PKMg fertilisers. Soil analyses, which
give the amounts and vertical distribution of exchangeable K and Mg, and of NaHCOT
soluble P, confirm that the nutrient status of the soils in 1972/3 was almost independent
of the amounts and types of organic matter added between 1965-71/2 (Mattingly,
Chater & Poulton, 1974).
'Adjust€d' N dressings. The amounts of N released from, or occasionally immobilised
by, the organic manures were estimated from the amounts taken up from soils in the
absence of inorganic N (Table 8). Brockman (1969) used a similar adjustment to measure
the N released from soils under grass. These amounts, together with thos€ added as
fertilisers, are called 'adjusted' N dressings and were used (Fig. 3a-d) to assess how
much of the benefits from the green or organic manures could be reasonably explained
by the N they released.
Soilborne diseases No assays were made for'take-all' or for other soil-borne cereal
pathogens but visual evidenc€ suggested that both barley (196Q and winter wheat
(1968) were virtually free from lake-all'. Soils were sampled in May 1970 for eggs of
cereal cyst nematodes (Heterodera avmae) and counted by T. D. Williams. Most plots
contained empty cysts of unknown age and a few contained <1.0 egg/g air-dry soil,
which is many less than required to atrect yield. All arable plots in Blocks I and III were
assayed by A. G. Whitehead for cysts of potato cyst nema,tode (Heterodera rostochiensis)
in autumn 1971, before potntoes \ryere grown as a test crop. Most plots contained no
eggs or cysts; the largest populations were 5 cysts/200 g soil and 300 eggs/200 g soil in
plot 4 (Gm), which are too small to affect potato felds. The long rotation, following
30 years under a six-course rotation, makes it unlikely that soil-borne diseases will
affect lelds itr the 'testing' phase of ttris experiment.
Peat. The cumulative additions of peat bctween 1965-70 scarcely aflected yields of
any crop. Almost all the C and N added as peat remained in the soil in l97l and the
nitrogen was inert (Part II). The effects of peat on cumulative yields appeared, however,
to increase during the experiment, especially where the most N was given. Even so, it
improved total yields of dry matter by otly 5l (Fig. 9i). Jobrston and Warren (1965),
who tested peat and a polyacrilonitrile soil conditioner on poor soils at Woburn, found
little benefit from either material alone, although in combination they increased yields
of globe beet. The yields from fint test crop (potatoes) in 1972 (Iable 12) support the
view that benefits from peat increase consistently with the amounts of N applied. When
no N was given, yields on soils given peat were the same (-1.3:t4'19 tonnes/ha) as on
soils given only fertilisers. When 200-350 kg N/ha were tested, mean yields on peat plots
out-yiefded equivalent fertiliser plots by 9'2 * l'52 tonnes/ha, probably because peat
increases the available water in soils (Salter & Williams, 1968).
tzt
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Shaw. Most of_ the field experiments in Britain on the use of straw as an organic
manure, reviewed critically by Cooke (1967), provide no evidence for its value is an
organic manure. The interpretation of many (indeed atmost all) of the earlier experi-
ments was complicated by the small but variable amounts of K it contained. precautions
taken in the design and conduct of the Woburn Organic Manuring experiment ensured
that residues from six cumulative dressings of straw (totalling 46 tonnes/ha of dry matter)
were evaluated relative to soils maintained at equal PKMg levels. Straw increased cumula-
tive yields of the arable crops between 1965-71 by about tie same amount (5%) as
comparable amounts of peat. The yields from the first test crop of potatoes (Table l2),
however, were the same (+1.3 + 4.I9 tonnes/ha) as from equivalent fertilisers when no
N was given, and were consistently less than on plots given peat at all rates of N from
50-350 kg N/ha. The results from this experiment so far show negligible benefits from
cumulative dressings of straw at Woburn when the nutrients it contains (P, K and Mg)
are balanced by equivalent amounts of fertilisers.
Green manures. The effects ofthe green manures were much larger and more consistent
than those from the additions of peat or straw- Many previous experiments at Woburn
show some benefits from green manuring (Crowther & Mann, 1933; Mann, 1959;
Barnes & Clarke, 1963; Dyke, 1973), but few experiments were designed to evaluate
them unambiguously. Legumes (trefoil and the clovers) provide more N than ryegrass(Barnes & Clarke, 1963) and green manures were more effective when ploughed under in
autumn than in the following spring, probably because some of the green crop died
during the winter. However, if green manures are incorporated in warm moist soils in
autumn some N may be leached by winter rain (Crowther & Mirchandani, l93l). Green
manures were ploughed down late in autumn (in October or November) in the Organic
Manuring experiment to delay mineralisation and minimise losses of nitrogen by winter
rainfall.
Most of the value of the green manure crops grown between l96G7l, exc€pt for
potatoes (1967), was attributed to the N they released. Total amounts ofN added ranged
from l2G-190 kg N/ha (Table 3) and were least on sub.plots given the most 'Nitro-Chalk'.
The cumulative amounts of N released from green manures (Fig. 8), averaging values
from all sub.plos, totalled 139 kg N/ha, about 87% of the mean amount added. This
value from cumulative recoveries ofN over six years, is greater than the nitrogen equiva-
lent of trefoil N (651) quoted by Bames and Clarke (1963) for autumn-ploughed trefoil
grown in the Green Manuring experiment on Stackyard in 1955-62.
The sequence ol green manure crops (Table 3) maintained soil carbon almost constant
between 1964-71, during which period soils given only inorganic fertilisers lost carbon at
-0'008 + 0.4026\ C each year (Part II). Residues from green manutes released about
the same amounts of N, at similar rates, as residues from cumulative dressings of FYM(Fig. 8). The better yields of potatoes in 1967, atter trefoil gown in 1966, cannot be
explained by the N it released (Fig. 3b) and yields of the first test crop of potatoes in
1972 confirm this rcsult. Yields of potatoes, following rye undersown with red clover(Table 12) averaged 6.5 :t 3'07 tonnes/ha more than on plots given equivalent fertilisers.
Evidence from this experiment so far confrms that green manure crops (trefoil and red
clover), undersown in the cereals, increased yields of the potatoes that followed them by
more than can be explained by the N the green crops released. Further work is needed
to explain their action, which is tentatively attributed to better moisture retention and N
supply in soils containing legume residues, particularly during the spring. Green manures
only slightly increased cumulative dry matter lelds b€tween 1966-71, after allowing for
the N they contained (Fig. 9k).
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Farmyard manure. There was reasonable evidence that cumulative dressings of FYM,
totalling 250 tonnes/ha in six years, benefited root crops and beans more than can be
attributed to the nutrients it contained. Cumulative felds ofdry matter between 196171
were l0f more from FYM than from equivalent fertilisers (Fig. 9l) after allowing for the
N it released. The inoeased felds of sugar in 1969 were the largest effects of FYM which
were not accounted for by the NPKMg is supplied. Boyd (1968) summarised results
from the Woburn Ley-Arable experiment, after major nutrient imbalances had been
corrected and concluded 'Although, given enough N for maximum yield, responses to
FYM in the period 196!57 were much less, there was still some effect of FYM not
obtainable by fertilisers alone. This was small in the grazed ley and arable (hay) rotations,
but considerable after luceme (3.6 cwt sugar/acre) and after arable (roots) (5.6 cwt
sugar/acre)'. The yields of sugar in the Organic Manuring exp€riment in 1969 were much
larger, about 1.5 tonnes/ha (12 cwt/acre), with FYM than with equivalent fertilisers, even
allowing for the N it released (Fig- 3d). Part ofthe benefit from FYM may be due to the
boron it supplies (Appendix Table 2). Sugar beet grown on FYM plots sholved few
symptoms of heart-rct (Rothomsted Report for 1970, Part l, pp. 5G-57), and their leaves
contained more boron Q7 ppm) than plants grown with equivalent fertilisers (16 ppm).
No boron deficiency was detected, however, in sugar beet grown on plots given peat and
their leaves contained 30 ppm B. They yielded no better than beet grown with fertilisers
so it is unlikely that much of the larger sugar yields with FYM can be unequivocally
attributed to the boron it supplied. Sugar beet grown in the testing phas€ ofthe experiment
(19741) and in other experiments on Stackyard Field need soluble boron to eliminate
the possibility of B deficiency. Yields of the first test crop (potatoes) grown only in one
year, 1972, confrm benefis from FYM which cannot be attributed to inadequate
NPKMg manuring (fable l2).
In the testing phase of this experiment (1972-:7q more analyses for micronutrients in
crops and soils will be made to establish whether the ocaasional benefits of organic or
green manures observed so far are due to the addition or release of micronutrients rather
than to improvements in soil physical properties and water-holding capacity.
Sunmary
1. The Organic Manuring experiment, started in 1964 on Stackyard Field (Series B)
compares most of the treatments to increase soil organic matter previously tested in
separate experiments at Woburn. The experiment evaluates, from crop lelds and soil
analyses (described in Part ID the cumulative eflects of leys, peat, stralv, farmyard manure
and green manures, grolryr or applied from 1965-7112 to a light soil with a long history
of arable cropping. The experiment is divided into two phases (i) arable cropping (196G
7l/2) or continuous leys (1965-7U2) followed by an arable rotation (potatoes-winter
wheat-sugar beet-ba ey) to eyaluate, betweet 1972-76, the organic matter accumulated
during the frst phase. In the first phase, described in this paper, eight treatments were tested
on four blocks- The treatments were (i) continuous leys with clover (k) or inorganic N
(Ln), (ii) amual arable cropping on plots given sedge peat (ft), straw (S0, green manure
crops (Gm) or farmyard manure @g) or no organics (Fs and Fd). P, K and Mg fertitsers
were applied at two rates, one equivalent to the nutrients in straw + supplementary P
(Fs) and the other equivalent to the nutrients in farmyard manure (Fd). The sequence of
arable crops was barley (1960, potatoes (1967), winter wheat (1968), sugar beet (1969),
beans (1970), winter rye (1971) and (on two blocks only) in 1972.
2. Balancing dressings of P, K and Mg, given each year, ensured that the organic and
grcen manures were evaluated in soils maintained at the same nutrient status as the plots
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given only fertilisers (Fs and Fd) which acted as controls. Net gains of p, K and Mg
between 1966-71 on all plots growing grass-+lover leys or leys with nitrogen, and on ploti
gir'/en peat, straw, gre€n manures or fertilisers only (Fs) were 220 kg piha, 680 kg K/ha and
90 kg Mg/ha. Net gains on plots given farmyard manure or equivalent fertilisers (Fd),
were 5,10 kg P/ha, 2000 kg K/ha and 260 kg Mgfta.
3. The total amounts of organic matter (tops f roots) added to soils under the clover
Iey and ley with nitrogen were 9.1 and 9.4 tonnes/ha; the amounts of nitrogen added
were 157 and 169 kg N/ha respectively. Dry matter and nitrogen added in three green
manure crops (trefoil 1966; red clover 1968 and l97l) were 6.1 tonnes/ha and 160 kg N/ha.
The amounts of organic matter added as 1rat, straw and farmyard manure were 42, 43
and 36 tonnes/ha respectively; they supplied 535, 290 and 1580 kg N/ha.
4. The amounts ofN released from the organic and green manures, estimated by extrapG.
lating 'yield of N' curves, showed that little N was released from peat and straw between
1966-71. Green manures released 8-60 kg N/ha each year and 139 kg N/ha in six years.
Farmyard manure released 6-48 kg N/ha each year, and 156 kg N/ha in six years, about
l0% of the total applied. Yields of barley (1966), potatoes (1967), winter wheat (1968)
and sugar (1969) are discussed in relation to the total N applied as 'Nitro-Chalk' and
released from the green and organic manures.
5. When differences between treatments due to the ditrerential additions and removals of
P, K and Mg were eliminated, yields of barley and winter wheat were reasonably ex-
plained by the N released from green manures or farmyard manure. (Undersown trefoil
slightly decreased barley yields.) Residues from trefoil increased potato lelds more(by 5-9 torures/ha) and sugar yields slightly more (by 0.5 tonnes/ha) than expected from
the N they released. The N released from FYM accounted well for the larger yields of
potatoes it produced in 1967. FYM gave 1.0-1.5 tonnes/ha more sugar in 1969 than
equivalent PKMg, even when yields were adjusted for the N it released. Yield of all crops
on plots given peat or straw were about the same as with equivalent fertilisers, although
peat alrnost doubled the amount of soil C between l96G7l.
6. All organic manures produced larger cumulative lelds of dry matter (l96c7l) than
equivalent fertilisers after allowing for the extra N they released. The extra yield
(2'5 tonnes/ha) from peat and straw was only obtained on plots given the most inorganic
N. Farmyard manure (250 tomes/ha) increased total yields by z1-5 tonnes/ha more than
equivalent fertilisers, an increase of 10-12 "l- Green manures increased cumulative yields
by only 1.0-1.5 tonnes/ha after allowing for the N they released.
7. Potatoes grown on two blocks in 1972 produced more tubers on soils previously
endched \vith peat, green manures or FYM, or following the grass-dover leys, than on
plots given only fertilisers from l96G7l. Organic matter from the grass ley or straw
hardly increased yields. The mean increases in tuber yields, averaged over eight rates of
N, were 5.8 (clover ley), t.3 (grass ley), 6.2 (p€at), 1.0 (straw), 6.5 (green manures) and
7.8 (FYM) tonnes/ha.
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Methods of cmp analysis
Nihogen was estimated by Kjeldahl digestion using Cu and Se as catalysts. Ammonia
was determined on the 'Technicon AutoAnalyzer' by the method described by Yarley
(1966), modified by adding a citrate-tartrate buff€r.
Phosphorus was measured, after dry ashing on the 'Technicon AutoAnalyzer' using the
method of Fogg and Wilkinson (1958).
Potossium, sodim, calcium ,trd m.gn€siom were measured, after dry ashing, by emission
(K, Na, Ca) or atomic absorption (Mg) spectrophotometry.
Borcn in organic manures was measured colorimetrically, after dry ashing with Ca(OH)2,
using 1,1'-dianthrimide (Gortukiel & Pollard, 1952).
Organic matter in peat, straw, FYM and the roots of the leys was measured from loss on
ignition at 500-550'C. (Organic matter was not measured on samples of green manures
or cut grass.)
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APPEFTDD( TABLE 2
Analyses offarmyard manure, straw and peat applied, 1965-70
i4 in dry rnattet
Pels dtv
matter
Year
1965
1966
1967
r968
1969
1970
Mean
1965
1966t7
1968
t969
1970
Mean
1965
t966
t967'
1967h
t968
1969
1970
Mean
B
24.6
18.2
29-7
2t.l
13 .6
16.6
m.6
4.8
4.0
3.9
3.0
3.9
21.4
49.3
2A-1
28-9
27.6
17.6
28.9
Dry
rnatter(y)
t9-4
24-9
3t-2
22.4
2t.l
37.5
26.1
80.4
16.0
87.0
81.9
80.6
86. l
82.0
35.0
35.0
35.5
44.O
30.4
4t.8
34.5
36.6
NPKNa
Farmlard manue
3.00 0.51 4.58 0.302.78 2.00 2.50 0.362.37 1'30 2-46 0.302.68 0.58 4.29 0.322.37 0.60 4.41 0-252.t6 0'51 3.70 0-24
2.56 0.93 3.6 0.30
Barley straw
0.58 0.087 1.72 0.0670.68 0.103 1.26 0.0930.55 0.075 t-22 0.0590.67 0.095 0.68 0.1690,l{) 0'060 l'14 0'0500.88 0.053 0-79 0-232
0.63 0.m0 t.l4 0.1t2
Sedg€ p€at
1.00 0.021 0.025 0.0421.05 0.020 0.014 0.0341.45 O.O22 0.0lil 0.0320.94 0.019 0.016 0.0361.53 0.021 0.014 0.035
r.30 0.020 0-020 0-021
r.t4 0.025 0.050 0.028
t.m 0.021 0.022 0.033
(a) Applied in spriog
O) Applied itr autuDn
APPHYDIX TABLE 3
Ca Mg
1.50 0.332.82 0.112.U 0.651.82 0.541.20 0.28
I .,1{l 0.32
t. 0.47
0.35 0.0490.43 0.M20.38 0.0520.33 0.0s60.40 0.0500.37 0.068
0.38 0.056
I .41 0.1871.65 0.26t1.64 0.m21.49 0.2101.60 0.n61.50 0.250t-12 0.t86
1.49 0.22s
Yields of barley (tonneslha) in 1966
Gr€en FertiliseE Fertiliscis
manu€s only only
Graio at 85 % dry matter
PKMg equivalent
to FYM
N(ks/ha)
0
25
50
75
Mcan
s.E.
0
25
50
75
Mcan
Peat Straw
0.89 0.5t1.93 1.753.r0 2-813.93 3.s0
2-46 2.14
r-22 0.722.A9 2.44.58 4.336.06 5.2s
3.69 3.23
1.10 0.881.66 2.10
FYM Mean
1.44 0.962.32 1.993.30 2.964.46 3 '91
2'88 2.45
2.14 1.573.61 2.985.23 4.516.89 s.89
4.47 3-74
+0.089
Total dry matter (grfi Dlus straw)
2.22
3- 49
2.12
2-17
2-33
3-24
4.72
3.26
2.98
4.13
l.l5
3.12
4.63
6.
3.81
o-92
2.20
3.35
3.93
2.fi
1.32
5.20
6.17
4.01
+0.046
s.E. +0.126
s.E. for use in vertical and inteiaction comparisoDs +0'114 Grain) +0'196 (total DM)
S.E- for us€ io horizootal oomparisoDs +0'133 Gmin) +C212 (total DM)
128
PKMg equivale[t to straw + P
a0.080
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APPET{DIX TABI,E 4
Yields oJ potatoes (tonneslha) in 1967
PKMg equivale
IuivaleDt to straw + P to Fi/M
N(kciha)
25
75
12s
175
Mean
s.B.
N(kc/ha)
25
75
125
175
Meaa
s.B.
9.1 9.915.3 14.3t4-3 19.819-7 22.4
14.6 t6.6
2.03 2.X3.54 3.343.29 4.704.65 5.35
3.38 3.90
3.84 2.Ot 3.36 2.663.87 3.635.10 4.545.98 s.32
4.58 4.M
16.7
20.8
25- 6
27.8
9.2
12.6
15.2
I7.5
13.6
manutes oDIy
Total tubers (flesh weights)
FertilLeii
only FYM
tt.2 14.514.7 17.4
m.7 22-524.2 26.2
17.7 m.2
2.49
1.34
4.75
5.42
4.m
ll.8 I
li:9 l+o'rz2r.o J
17.6
Tota.l dry matt€r (tubers ody)
75
t25
115
Mean
2.65 2.s73.82 3-924.58 4-514.71 4.80
3.94 3.96
4.81 4.526.98 7-O8.45 8.i108.64 8.98
7.22 7.25
3.80
5.m
4.
4.47
4.54
6.75 5.O74.97 7.69.16 E.529.12 8.68
8.50 7.47
Mea!
2.91 1
f,'.211+o'orz
4-6s )
4.12
+0.12r
+0.119
4.85
5.88
6.50
5-27
2-86
3.49
4.U
3.10
SA. +O:39
S.E. fo. use in vertical and interaction comparisons +1.16 (total tuben) +0.291 (total DM)
S.E. for use iD horizontal comparisotrs + 1.96 (lolal tubers) +0472 (otal DM)
APPET{DD( TABI,E 5
Yields of winter wheat (tonneslha) in 1968
PKMg equivalent
i equivalent to straw + P to FYM
Greetr Fertiliiers Fcrtilhers
rlraounes only only FYM
G.aitr at 85 % dry matter3.20 2.64
Total dry matter (grain plus straw)
4.73
4.s2
4.46
4.23
4.93
7.76
8.25
8.24
7.30
3.97
4.65
4.82
4.02
4-81
7-22
8-46
8.70
7.31
2.59
4.19
4.71
4.62
4.03
4.55
7.59
8.38
8.44
7.24
25
75
t25
t75
Meatr
s.E. 40 230
S.E. for usc in vertical a[d iateraction comparisoos +0.175 (grain) +0.291 (total DM)
S.E. for use in horizotrtal comparisoos +0.205 Gnin) +0.341 (toial DM)
PKMg eq i trt 
Greea Fertilise6
::I 68
PKMg 
t29
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APPENDIX TABLE 6
Yields of ngar beet (tonneslha\ in 1969
PKMg €quivaleni
to FYM
N
(ksirha)
GI€GtrPcat Straw nta[ures
24.3 U.6 33.529.0 3t.l 35.436.6 34-6 36.937.9 36.3 36.2
32.O 31.5 35.5
FefiiliseE
oDly
Clean beet
31.0
33.9
34-3
30.8
+l'49
Total sugar
6.61 4-756.97 6.107.M 6-m6.7s 6.60
6.84 6.06
FertiliseE
only FYM
22.9 36.9
3l .0 /().133.3 41.934.5 41.4
30.4 .().1
M€an
l!.',l+o'a
36.s J
33.4
5.51 I
f .flf f +o r+r
7.05 )
6.55
25
75
t25
t75
Mcao
s.E.
25
75
125
t15
M€an
s.E.
4-82 4.885.85 6.217.@ 6-957.& 7 -02
6.29 6.27
4.57 7.416.14 8.m6.51 8.176.51 7.
5 95 7.88
2.2 1
tr'.|l+o'',
4-2 )
3.2
25
75
125
175
M€an
s.E.
1.8
z-6
3-7
4.3
3.1
1.5
2.4
3.9
2.4
5.0
4.0
1.9
2.5
3.1
3.5
2.7
2.a
3.5
4.1
4.6
3.1
Total tops (dry matter)
3.1 1.73.6 2.14.3 3.2
4.0
2-9
Total dry matter (tops plus roots)
25
75
125
t75
Mean
s.E.
8.4 8.2 12.2!0.6 10.9 13.2t3.5 12.1 l4.l14.4 13.5 14.5
tt-7 l r.3 13.5
8.1 12.610.9 t4.412.0 l5.r12.6 r5.4
10.9 14.4
8.3ll.0
t2-4
t3-2
tl.2
9.6 'l
ll:3 f *o',
r4.o J
t2.2
s.E. for use ia vertical aDd ioteraction compadsons +1'68 (clea bceo, +0345 (sugar), 4o29 (ops),
+0.65 (total DIO
S.E. ior use in horizontal compqrisotrs a2'08 (clezo beeo, +0',14E (sugar), 10 32 (tops), +0'82(total DM)
PKMg equivalent to straw + P
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APPENDIX TABLE 7
Yields of beors (tonneslha) in 1970
PKMg equivalent
ro FYM
25
75
t25
175
Meao
s.E.
25
75
125
175
Meao
s.E.
Nr
(ks,/ha)
Nr(ks/ha)
P€t
0.63 0.89 0.80
o-73 1.04 0.910.6r o-72 0-980.80 0.96 0.90
0.69 0.90 0.90
0.94 tm 1.25l.l7 1./r8 I .350.99 r.00 1.531.26 1.30 1.42
l'09 1.25 1.39
3.,$ 3.6t 3.333.43 3.63 3.183.,18 3.48 3.453.58 3.76 3.44
3-49 3-62 3.35
6.69 6.92 6.446.53 6.88 6-106.69 6.51 7.366-72 7.07 6.77
6.6 6.84 6.82
Gr€ed Fertilis€rsStraw lnaaurEs otrly
CraiD at 85% dry malter
FeItilisers
only FYM
0.56
0.54
0.50
0.55
0.56
0.96
1.03
Fertilisers
only FYM
3-29
3.3E
3.48
3.32
3.37
6.39
6.63
6.63
6.63
6.57
Total dry matter (graio plus straw)
0.70
0.7r
0.93
0.71
o-77
I .06
l .09
3.46
3.36
3.03
3.29
6.n
6.42
6.29
6-02
6.25
t-32 0.m1.09 0.92l.l4 0.95
!.E. lor us€ !n yertlcal and interactioD comparisons +0.097 (8rain) +0.124 (toral DM)S.E. for use h horizoohl comDarisoDs +OlO5 (rrain) +O.l:5 fto6t--olr,tl ''-'-(a) N rates applied lo sugar beel in t969; no Nin 1970
APPET{DI( TABLE t
Yields of rye (tonneslha) in l97l
_ 
PKMg equivalent
valeDt to straw + P to FYM
Grecn Fenilise.sStraw manu!€s oD.ly
Grain at 85 % dry matter
4.76 3.63 1ir| l:fl f +o *'4.63 r.er]
4-62 3.62
25
75
1X
175
Meatr
s.E.
25
75
I
175
Meatr
s.E.
Total dry matter (grain plus stra*)
9.38 7 01')3:ll l:$! f+o o,r
9.r 3 7.05)9.12 7.M
PKMg equivaleot to straw + P
+0.062
1.67 I .l8li'{, l:l9f*0.0,| .61 t.2i )1.65 t-u
+0.079
PKMg equi tr .
+0.133
+o'223
S.E. for use ia vertical and interaction comparisons +0.099 (grain) +0.175 (total DM)S.E. for us€ in horizontal comparisoDs 
-0.158 (saiot ,0.2i6 (toial-DM)(a) N rates applied to sugar boer io 1969: 3l kg N/ha ro rye (aU plots) in l97I
13r
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APPHIDIX TABLE 9
Yields of rye (tonneslha) in 1972
(Blocks tr aod IV ody)
N.(k&/ha)
25
75
125
t75
Meatr
s.E.
25
75
125
r75
Meao
Greeq Fertilisers
manures onlyPeat
2.14 2.832-54 2.962.51 2.972.a3 3.18
2.6 2'98
3.@
3.69
3-97
3.15
2.69
2.77
2.76
2.13
3.13 2-70
5.79 6.M5-43 6'505.22 6.195.9r 6.93
5.59 6.41 7.34 5.85
+0 147
Total dry matter Grain plus straw)
1.20 5.717.39 5.911.51 5.881.18 5.83
4.98
5.9t
4.90
5.76
5.39
7.81 6.267.U 6.517.85 6.211.36 6.49
7.7t 6.38
+0.058
+0.171
+o'313
S.E. for use io vertical atrd hteractioD codparisoos +0'143 (emiD) +0 419 (total DM)
S.E. for use i! borizontal comparisoos +0'192 (gaio) +0'479 (toral DI\O(a) N Iates applied to sugar b€et in 1969;,lO kg N/ha to rye (aU plots) itr 1972
PKMg equivalent to straw + P
PKMg equivalcot
to FYM
Fertilise6
oDly FYM Maatr
crain at 85 % dry EatGr
2.45
2.84
2.58
2.54
2.4
3.71 3.003.63 3.073.84 3.103.71 3-12
3.13 3.07
132
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^PPENDIX 
TABLE 10
lmounts of N, P, K, Na, Ca ad Mg (kglhal removed by aruble crops, 1966-71
(M.aDs of a[ rat€s of tO
Nuri€trt Year peat ,** ffi r.r,iri."o 
"o,a*.r 
t#HH 
s.E.(F9 (Fd)
11966 34.8 31.3 39.5 35.2 36.4 42.9 +1.65lt%1 44.4 49.4 72.2 41.4 50.8 67.0 ++.UNitroEn J f?Sl 7-6-.Q 7.6.3 82.7 78.0 i4.9 99.o +LnI 1969 5O.3 52-O 68.9 52.2 51.7 12.O +2.42
I t97O 26.8 35.t 37.2 Xr.1 23.5 45.8 +Z.XLr97r 5t.4 56.9 70.0 49.0 5t.8 81.6 lZ.UTotal 2M.3 301.0 370'5 2M,9 289.1 408'3
lW 8.2 7.7 8.5 8.4 8.9 t0.6 +0.25
I rryl 7.4 9.0 lt.2 6.1 to.t lt.o Io.s7pho.pbon,s litr8 il.i iil, li:i l8:l ll:f ft.1 iB.,;
I tno 3.5 4.7 4.7 3.8 3.1 5.8 +O.rOLr97t r3'8 14.7 14.9 t3.O 13.8 m.2 +O.UTotal @.7 65.3 69.4 59.1 65.3 8i.9
( r?66 21.2 t9.8 26.6 21.7 25.4 30.9 +r.74ll%1 67.r n.9 rc1.2 63.0 90.8 97.7 +S.29pota*ium .{iffi i!:9 fl'L ,i'.i 'd'.i ';l.i $:i ii:ifl19m 8.1 11.3 21.1 16.3 15.8 21.2 +t.ZOLr97l 38.3 39.2 58.2 33.1 31.6 63.9 +Z.ttTotal 266,.6 118.9 345.8 Xs.l 2C1.2 39t.2
(126 0.68 0'59 0.59 O.6t 0.66 0.83 +0.059| 1967 O.D. O-n 0.31 0.19 0.25 O.2s +0.038sodiu, lltsS i.B ?:ji ?:lf ?.il ?:ff |Bi *B:l!flrc?o o.2z 0.34 0.34 o.D, o.z2 0.56 +0.oz)Ll97t 0.61 0.64 0.73 0.65 0.60 0.87 +O.OCTotal 4.U 3-73 4.10 3.6 3.88 6.26
( 1946 5.2 4.9 9.9 5.3 5.7 5.5 +0.85| 1967 2.O 2.6 3.2 2.O 2-5 2.9 +O-Xc{kiu' I itr8 i9:? i}.1 l?:i l9:? ll:i ii i +?:iill970 7.5 8-3 l0'r 7.8 6.3 9.6 +O.aS
I r97r 8.t 8.2 17.1 7.r 8.t 12.3 +O.sZTotal 50.8 51.4 12.8 50.6 {1.2 63.6
( 1966 2.9 2.7 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.8 +0.12| 1967 2.5 2.9 4.O 2.4 3.7 4.1 +0.:t
Maslcsiun ]1tr3 i.e l.? 3.1 li i:i ,3'.no *g:;;lrt70 r.3 1.6 l.E I.3 1.2 2.2 +O.rOLl97l 3.9 4.t 5.2 3-7 3.9 5.8 +0.17Total 23-6 24.9 U.9 23.6 8.9 34.8
_ 
-Not s: 1966, Bsrl€t', grain +-stra!e; 1 7, Potato6, tubers ody; t968, Wintlr wb€at, graitr + straw;1959, Sugat bcct, roots oDly; 1970, BeaD!,, grain + straw; 1971, Winte. rye, gair + straw
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